Chairman Lipps, Vice Chair Holmes, Ranking Member Russo, and Members of
the House Health Committee, thank you for the opportunity to provide proponent
testimony on House Bill 248.
Being a Director of a clinic, and a nurse in Environmental Medicine, I'm seeing
clients who have been affected by the loss of their informed medical consent,
having received 'vaccinations' they did not get full information on the risks or
other potential side effects. They now are dealing with health issues, and comorbidities subsequent to receiving it. Many felt they had to receive it to keep
their job, continue in college, or attend school or go to certain venues-essentially
to continue living a full life. The CDC, NIH, VAERS, physicians, have done the
hard work of peer-reviewed research worldwide documenting statistically that
vaccines, are creating more side effects and sometimes deaths than the actual
illness. Statistically, the risk factors for some illnesses are less than postvaccination. The case of Cov-19 shows there is no excess deaths worldwide from
this, the CDC has admitted in August of 2020 that the deaths they were reporting
for COV-19 were only 6% of the total they had published-the rest were preexisting conditions people had died from. To demand a person subject
themselves to an experimental agent, untested and unauthorized by the FDA
without full consent and choice is a breech of their freedoms and also against
the Nuremberg Code. The FDA and many scientists worldwide have made it
clear that due diligence has not been done regarding appropriate long-term trials
on the covid injections that are not traditional vaccines.
I ask that you strengthen our country's democracy and our democratic rights,
allowing people to freely choose for their lives, not forced to receive what they
are not fully informed about, what is known not to prevent transmission nor
infection, and an agent that its now shown to have serious health risks or even
death. Thomas Jefferson founded our country on the principal that an educated
populace can make choices for themselves, not be treated as a monarchy
treated those who formed our country.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sharron Coeurvie

